Understand
& Manage
MRO Costs

Parts Usability
Identifying and optimizing your MRO holdings can significantly reduce
your organization’s costs and increase efficiencies up to 40%.
Your competition continually seeks efficiencies to reduce costs &
increase profitability … are you?

The Net Results Group applies our extensive experience and technology to your organization’s
supply chain management and MRO parts departments to increase your competitiveness in the
market.
Your MRO holdings determines a significant piece of your organization’s profitability. The process
of identifying the interrelationship between assets and the MRO supply chain is a complicated
and critical process.
To ensure your organization’s operating at optimal efficiency the Net Results Group builds MRO
intelligence that can by be cross-referenced with KPI’s and industry trends reducing risk and
financial encumbrance.

Parts Usability
Parts usability is the detailed

Many items required for

examination of all MRO
inventory items and
procurement practices.

maintenance or repairs are
obtained with spot buys that
ignore price in favor of
availability.

Correct usability management practices
ensure each asset has the correct spare part
at the appropriate time.

There is room for systematic control and more
efficient methods of handling.

Allocate financial resources only

Identify each inventory item

to items that mitigate operational
risk, make purchasing decisions
based on fact, often minimizing
overall purchase spend.

with certainty and record each
inventory item’s consumption
history and expectation.

Protect the uptime of assets by
ensuring practical MRO inventory.
Optimized inventory
management will improve the efficiency of
maintenance staff and create a pro-active,
lean operation.

Apply NRG proprietary
technology (MRO3i™) to align
MRO parts requirements with the
supply chain.
The cloud based MRO3i™ software suite
structures your MRO data to enable better
purchasing and forecasting.

Net Results Group, LLC assist clients in all aspects of MRO practices encompassing material provisioning,
inventory management, material usability and dispositioning.
Our cloud based MRO3i™ technology suite, connects to your MRO catalogue through our portal to
structure your data, enabling better inventory management across your entire organization.
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